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Background: Presence of positively remodeled (PR) and low attenuation plaques (LAP), referred to as 2-feature positive (2-FP) plaques on 
coronary MDCT demonstrates a substantially greater likelihood of development of acute coronary events during a 2-year follow up period compare 
to 2-feature negative (2-FN) plaques. The purpose of this study was to determine the frequency and distribution of MDCT-based 2-FP plaques and 
compare the data to available knowledge of vulnerable plaque based on autopsy information.
Methods: Of 6687 consecutive patients undergoing coronary MDCT (Aquilion 64), 4480 (65±12y, M=2212) were analyzed for the present report 
after the following exclusions: unacceptable image quality (627), history of previous MI (515) or PCI (1065). More than 110% diameter of involved 
vascular segment compared to proximal or immediate distal normal segment was considered PR and a density lower than 30HU was necessary for 
LAP. Every coronary segment of >2mm diameter was evaluated and reported based on AHA recommendations. Patient characteristics, frequency and 
distribution of 2-FP plaques were compared to 2-FN plaques.
Results: In 313 (7%) of 4480 patients, 435 CT-based 2FP were observed; Frequency in men (9%) was significantly higher than that in women 
(3.5%) (P<0.0001). 2-FP were commoner in patients with higher BMI (24.2±3.2 : 23.7±3.4, P<0.02), BP (149±26 : 140±21, P<0.0001) and TG 
(211±192 : 144±157, P<0.0007). There was no significant difference of mean number 2-FP plaques per person between male (1.4±0.7) and female 
(1.3±0.6). The distribution of 2FP was described as below, RCA prox: 50(11.5%), mid: 22(5.1%), dist: 24(5.5%), 4AV: 5(1.1%), 4PD: 5(1.1%), LMT: 
37(8.5%), LAD prox: 157(36.1%), mid: 74(17.0%), dist: 1(0.2%), D1: 14(3.2%), D2: 0(0%), LCX prox: 23(5.3%), mid: 9(2.1%), OM: 8(1.8%), PL: 
1(0.2%), PD: 0(0%), HLB: 5(1.1%). Spotty calcification (<3mm) was observed in 111 (26%) and >50% stenoses in 126 (29%) of 2-FP plaques.
Conclusion: More than 50% of 2-FP plaques are seen in proximal and mid- LAD segments and more than a fourth of lesions are associated with 
significant stenosis and spotty calcification. The CT-based results confirm previously reported pathology-based knowledge.
